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NATIONAL SUMMARY 

Driving Prices Up 

– Supply shortages have now become very apparent, and the lack of good quality protein hay is 

seeing the price of alternatives, especially Lucerne, continue to rise. This increase has been 

forecast for some time as the hay production outlook firmed.  

– The long term impact from persistent and frequent flooding in certain regions over the winter and 

spring has, as expected, lead to a much reduced hay production total across the eastern states.  

– Pastures are continuing to dry without summer rains, most significantly in NSW and SA which is 

reducing the amount of available green feed. 

– Some expected summer crop plantings have not taken place as the conditions were not 

conducive to good growth with the outlays to boost the crop not forecast to be met by expected 

market prices. 

Driving Prices Down 

– Pasture growth continues to look promising in some of the eastern states, most especially in 

Victoria, supplying good quality green feed for dairy and livestock herds. Parts of Gippsland and 

the South West are producing more hay than was expected. Western Australia is also seeing an 

above average season in silage and hay production. 

– There is an abundance of feed grain options due to the bumper harvest combined with some 

adverse weather conditions leading to a downgrade of some grains. 

– Silage production has been quite good across parts of the country, which is helping to fill some 

fodder shortages.  

Local News 

– Ongoing clear conditions in the eastern mainland and Tasmania have been welcomed by hay 

producers to aid in hay production. However the dry conditions are causing some issues and 

requiring some growers to irrigate pastures and fields to boost green feed growth as well as bed 

in any summer plantings. 

– Labour shortages and delays and damage to road and rail infrastructure is expected to continue 

to impact the industry for quite some time. Most transport infrastructure repair work is slated to 

continue well into 2023. The recent flooding in Northern WA and the NT is expected to pull 

resources into the area which will exacerbate delays in other states. 

– The Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) predicts that most of the country has close to equal chances 

of above median rainfall during February to April while below median rainfall is likely for southern 

South Australia and the far south-west of Western Australia. South Australia and Western 

Australia have an increased risk of unusually dry conditions. February to April minimum 

temperatures are very likely to be warmer than median for almost all of Australia except over 

north-eastern New South Wales where the forecast is closer to neutral. 

– Buyers are encouraged to feed test and view fodder before purchase to be sure of the quality of 

feed. 
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Regional Commentary 

Atherton Tablelands 

– High rainfall continues to fall across the region with across the region this week with falls on 

most days of at least 25mm of rain and up to 70mm on selected days. Temperatures are on 

average for the time of year. 

– Planted summer crops are taking advantage of the rainfall to bed in well, but the continued rain 

is causing some washouts. Some prepared fields have become too wet to plant and there is 

concern that pre-planting fertiliser will need to be reapplied. 

– Hay season which should be in full swing in the region is on hold with the weather conditions 

making cutting and bailing impossible. There are concerns that by the time the paddocks are 

accessible the cuts will have gone past their prime. 

– Spraying of legume crops has been delayed due to the weather with worries of diseases 

affecting the crops if maintenance sprays cannot be completed. There is a belief it will take at 

least a week of little to no rain to dry out the paddocks. 

– Input costs have steadied with fuel coming back to around $2.15 per litre and fertiliser whilst still 

high has steadied at around $1,400 per tonne. Blended fertilisers are still costing around $1,600 

to $1,800 per tonne. Liquid fertiliser shuttles remain around $5,500 to $6,200 per shuttle which 

while cost effective is a substantial initial outlay.  

– Slow demand for hay in the region, as pastures are looking green and lush in the region which 

are supporting livestock herds. The rains are helping to boost pasture growth though there are 

some paddocks too wet to graze safely now and some clear dry days would help with 

accessibility. 

– No change to pricing this week and enquiries remain fairly low with the good rains keeping 

pastures green; however an extended dry period is expected to see an increase in demand. 

Growers are indicating input costs require a corresponding rise in the price of hay to maintain 

interest in producing hay and fodder.  

– Pasture (Rhodes Grass) hay: +/-0 ($300 to $400/t). Prices remain steady. 

Please note: Hay in the Atherton Tablelands is traditionally priced at $/bale, so it is important to 

check bale weights for conversion. The price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the 

price range generally indicative of quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of 

fodder before purchase to be sure of the quality of feed. 

Darling Downs 

– Conditions continue sunny and dry with little to no rain across the region this week with average 

falls of less than 10mm of rain and clear sunny days with temperatures trending upwards. 

– Sorghum crops in the region are looking for some rain to aid with growth, many other crops on 

the region are also in need of some good rain, irrigation is being employed where possible but 

non-irrigated crops are showing signs of deterioration. 

– Dryland cotton sown in November is coming along well taking advantage of the previously stored 

subsoil moisture from earlier rain and flooding events. 

– Farmers are warned to be careful when spraying; there have been reports of spray drift badly 

affecting some newly sown crops in the region. 
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– There are reports of a number of Rutherglen bug infestations in Sorghum crops in the region, 

coming out of the Canola stubble. Mitigation measures are taking place to prevent seed and 

yield loss. 

– There is strong demand for good quality hay in the region and enquiries have been steady at a 

reasonable volume. Prices continue to lift for some varieties as farmers look to build some 

reserve, but the prices are also resulting in some farmers looking at other, less expensive, 

fodder alternatives.  

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($330 to $400/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +8 ($470 to $565/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Straw: +5 ($130 to $190/t). Prices increase this week 

– Pasture hay: +25 ($330 to $370/t) Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

North Coast NSW 

– Continued low rainfall totals across the region this week with average falls of 5mm of rain. Some 

higher rainfall totals closer to the QLD border, but the majority of the week has been clear and 

dry. 

– The dry conditions are causing issues with some pastures drying out and green feed dying back, 

irrigated pastures are still supplying good feed options but rain is needed. 

– Corn and millet crops in the region are doing well with millet looking to be ready in early 

February.  

– Some summer sowing that was planned after the festive season has been put on hold as there 

are concerns about lack of rain to bed in the crops. 

– The Rural Assistance Authority has made grants of up to $75,000 available in flood eligible 

areas. 

– https://www.raa.nsw.gov.au/disaster-assistance/storm-and-flood-programs/sdg-aug-sep-2022  

– Demand has steadied in the region, though at a high level as farmers look to build stocks and 

the shortages make themselves felt. Many growers are either only supplying to long-time 

customers or are keeping supply on farm for their own use reducing the amount available. Older 

shedded hay from previous seasons is still available, and straw is in reasonable supply. 

– Some change to prices this week 

– Cereal hay: +18 ($375 to $425/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($490 to $620/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($165 to $250/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +5 ($315 to $355/t). Prices increase this week. 

https://www.raa.nsw.gov.au/disaster-assistance/storm-and-flood-programs/sdg-aug-sep-2022
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Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Central West NSW 

– Some rainfall across the region this week though it was mostly at the latter half of the week with 

the remaining days clear and dry and temperatures trending upward to the average. 

– Grain harvest is continuing in the region but most growers have taken off the bulk of the crop 

and are now prepping for the next sowing season or are engaged in paddock restoration after 

flooding damaged pastures and fields. 

– There has been good hay making weather in the region for the last fortnight with warm dry days 

after overnight lows creating ideal conditions; however there is limited supply available to make 

due to the flooding events that damaged or destroyed paddocks. What can be made is being 

made but the quality is quite variable. There are reports of some moderate quality Lucerne being 

cut and bailed which will be of great benefit to those growers who can successfully get the crop 

off given the shortage. 

– Short season summer crops planted in the region are in need of follow up good rains if there is 

any chance of them being viable. 

– With the wet spring fleabane is being reported across large parts of the region and needs to be 

managed, however growers are concerned as there have been few safe spraying days recently 

for the application of effective herbicides.  

– Enquiries remain high in the region with supply coming in from interstate to meet some needs. 

Farmers are looking for good parcels of high quality hay and some are available at a premium. 

Alternatives are being sought where hay is in short supply. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +10 ($250 to $320/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($475 to $525/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +15 ($135 to $160/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +8 ($275 to $320/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Bega Valley 

– Little to no rain across the region this week, most days dry and clear with some light falls on 

Thursday 19 January of around 10-15mm of rain. Temperatures are still below average for this 

time of year in the region. 

– Pastures continue to be dry in the region as conditions continue to be mostly dry and clear; 

however some light showers and storms are expected in the latter part of the week. Growers are 

looking to get some sowing done to take advantage of expected rainfall. 
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– Reports that dairy herds in the region are looking well with irrigated pastures still providing some 

good green growth and reasonable supplies of feed grain being available. For those running an 

autumn calving program the conditions are very favourable. 

– Corn and millet crops in the region are showing good growth and will provide additional cash 

crops for those growers who chose to plant them. 

– Sporadic hay production is ongoing with the warm dry conditions good for curing; however the 

amount of crop left to cut is quite small due to adverse growing conditions and the delay in the 

season. 

– Grain harvest is still ongoing in the region but the majority of the crops have now been pulled off 

the fields. Some growers are cutting cereal straw while others are creating weed and moisture 

mats in preparation for the next sowing schedule. 

– Enquiries have steadied with the understanding of the shortages in available fodder and farmers 

are seeking alternative feed sources. Many local mixed farmers have a good stock of silage on-

farm and are buying in feed grain as part of the mix. Good quality hay is still being sought but 

much of it is arriving from Victoria. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +5 ($335 to $370/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +15 ($510 to $550/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Straw: +10 ($225 to $275/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($340 to $410/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Goulburn/Murray Valley 

– Mostly clear and dry across the region this week with some moderate falls in the middle of the 

week of around 20-25mm of rain.  

– Hay production continues in the region with excellent conditions for curing and dedicated 

growers taking every opportunity to clear paddocks previously waterlogged or inaccessible due 

to road damage. Quality is mixed with some fairly good quality being bailed, however quantity is 

still below average. 

– Wheat has been sown in the region with the intention to produce some green hay in late 

February or early March. 

– There have been numerous reports of self-combusting hay stacks in and around areas affected 

by the flooding events as the previously submerged stacks cannot get rid of excess heat. 

Growers are advised to monitor any flood affected stacks, unstack where possible and ensure 

fire breaks are in place around bales. 

– Grain harvest is continuing in the region, delays due to waterlogging with some heavy crops 

having fallen over as well as ongoing issues with infrastructure will see the harvest extend into 

February for some growers. 
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– Corn on irrigated land around Shepparton is coming along very well showing good growth, 

should be ready for harvest by early March, weather permitting. 

– Enquiries have steadied as hay continues to be cut and there is some easing of pressure locally, 

though much of the hay is moving interstate to fill shortages. Feed quality grain is available 

which is being employed by some farmers in their mix. New season hay is now moving well 

around the area and interstate. 

– Some change to pricing this week 

– Cereal hay: +8 ($275 to $345/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($440 to $495/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +5 ($140 to $190/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($300 to $350/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed.  

Gippsland 

– Little to no rain across the region this week, with average falls of less than 5mm of rain leading 

to mostly clear and dry days, some moderate falls of rain in the west of the region 

– Pastures are looking good through the central and western parts and supplying green feed to 

dairy and cattle herds in the region, lime spreading is ongoing after grazing for pasture health to 

ameliorate some damage done during spring. 

– Lucerne crops around Bairnsdale are being cut and bailed with reports of high quality hay being 

produced. Some have been damaged by sporadic storms but the majority are coming in very 

well. Regrowth is also moving well with additional cuts planned. 

– Hay and silage season is continuing. With the drier days flatland paddocks in the west of the 

region that wet too wet to safely graze or cut are now becoming available and are being turned 

into silage. Chicory paddocks are providing some good green feed that should continue for the 

next few weeks. Ryegrass plantings are ongoing for the next pasture production. 

– Grain harvest is continuing in the region, most of the Canola has been harvested; Barley and 

Wheat are coming of the fields now when weather conditions allow. 

– Enquiries have steadied, especially from the west of the region with the good conditions keeping 

pastures green as well as allowing for the production of silage and some limited hay in an area 

which was expected to produce little to none this season. Interstate demand remains strong with 

a number of deliveries heading into NSW. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +5 ($310 to $360/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($500 to $520/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +5 ($130 to $165/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +30 ($260 to $300/t). Prices increase this week. 
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Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Southwest Victoria 

– Little to no rain across the region this week, with the exception of falls of 10-15mm on 

Wednesday 18 January. The remainder of the week has been clear and dry with some hot windy 

days. 

– Grain harvest is continuing in the region with wheat, canola and barley all being harvested. 

There have been some issues in relation to the instances of conical snails showing up in 

cereals. The pest has grown in numbers due to the wet spring conditions and is being mitigated 

by snail rollers.  

– Pasture growth continues strongly, but is reliant on either high subsoil moisture from previous 

flooding events or irrigation. Lack of rainfall is causing some dry off on the grazing paddocks. 

– Late sown pastures of forage brassicas sown in early January around Heywood as the 

conditions were too wet are just emerging but showing good initial growth. 

– Summer crop plantings continue to show good growth but there is concern about the lack of 

follow up rain post sowing and the crops will need additional rainfall to continue growth. 

– Enquiries have steadied as the grain harvest gets into full swing in the region and there is some 

level of optimism about supply given the good season in Gippsland. High quality protein hay is in 

short supply but there is quite a bit of green feed still available which is mitigating some of the 

demand. 

– Some change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +13 ($295 to $330/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +10 ($440 to $485/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Straw: +5 ($130 to $165/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($240 to $270/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Southeast South Australia 

– Little to no rainfall across the region this week with clear dry days and average falls of less than 

5mm of rain. Temperatures are now trending above average for the time of the year. 

– Flood waters are still impacting agricultural land, with some flats completely inundated, and 

levee banks on higher ground being monitored daily against breakages. While the inundation will 

create great hydration for some soil going forward there are real concerns around the time and 

cost of rehabilitating the land to a usable state. 

– Hay is being cut across the region with warm dry days and cooler nights presenting good cutting 

and curing conditions. Straw is also being produced in the region where it shows clean and 

bright. 
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– Irrigated pastures are still looking green but continued hot weather and lack of rain is drying out 

other paddocks. Some sheep graziers are putting flocks onto standing barley crops as a forage 

option. 

– Lentil crops harvest in the region is reported to be slow going with many flattened and damaged 

crops. 

– Grain harvest is continuing with many trucks carting grain to receival sites seen on the roads. 

However quite a number of growers are reporting keeping grain in on-farm storage due to 

delivery delays. Yields continue to be very good with good quality, though as earlier reported, 

there is still a fair amount of feed grain quality being taken off. 

– Enquiries have steadied; many growers are currently harvesting grain or cutting hay. Supply is 

still tight and some dedicated producers are only filling orders of existing customers. Irrigated 

green feed is still available, and some new season hay is coming on the market. 

– No change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($340 to $385/t). Prices remain steady this week 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($430 to $470/t). Prices remain steady this week 

– Straw: +/-0 ($145 to $180/t). Prices remain steady this week 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($325 to $355/t). Prices remain steady this week 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Central South Australia 

– Clear and dry throughout the week with little to no rainfall reported for most of the week with 

some light falls of 10mm mid-week. Temperatures are back to the average for the area at this 

time of year. 

– Grain harvest continues in the region after a delayed start many growers are expecting to be 

harvesting until February, with grower prioritising better value crops over those with a high 

likelihood of downgrade. On-farm storage is being used for some crops as there are concerns 

regarding delays in deliveries to receival sites. 

– Chickpeas are being harvested in the region with good yields reported, there is some concern in 

relation to dust causing issues at harvest.  

– Summer crops preparation or sowing is being undertaken in areas where grain harvest is 

complete. Many growers are reporting an increase in pest species such as fleabane as well as 

higher populations of mice and rats being seen in the stubble. 

– Hay production is still ongoing in the region, and straw is also being produced. 

– There are still issues being reported in relation to the availability of parts and repair options for 

machinery during harvest with some dealers reporting over 3 months to get some parts into the 

country.  

– Enquiries have steadied, but demand is still fairly strong, though down on last week as many 

growers are on the fields or have completed harvest and are taking a break. Prices and demand 
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is expected to continue to be strong until some short term summer crops come into the market. 

Straw is being sourced for fibre options. 

– Some change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +5 ($320 to $355/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($435 to $480/t). Prices remain steady this week 

– Straw +/-0 ($150 to $185/t). Prices remain steady this week 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Southwest Western Australia  

– Little to no rain across the region this week and temperatures have trended back down to the 

average.  

– Grain harvest is continuing in parts of the region but is beginning to wind down for the majority. 

Lower quality or downgraded weather damaged crops are now being harvested as the pressure 

lifts to ship out the high quality grain. Quite a bit of feed quality grain is being held in bags on 

farm. 

– Some hay production is still ongoing; straw is being cut across large parts of the region where 

the growers have chosen that option. 

– Irrigated pastures are still showing green growth however many pastures have dried out due 

summer heat and winds with livestock herds on supplemental feeding. Some additional rains 

would be beneficial. 

– Enquiries continue to be fairly steady for farmers looking to supplement the loss of green feed 

due to summer conditions. Reports that some farmers are looking at the situation in the east and 

are increasing purchases to ensure against possible price rises and shortages. However most 

trade is along usual lines with some reduction in demand due to the high amount of grain 

produced in this harvest. 

– Some change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +10 ($275 to $310/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +8 ($400 to $470/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Straw: +5 ($105 to $125/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +8 ($200 to $230/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Northwest Tasmania 

– Some light falls near the coast this week with higher totals further inland, averages of 10mm of 

rain in the coastal regions up to 25mm rainfall in the more central parts. 
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– Hay production has continued across the region, in windows where the conditions are 

favourable. The recent burst of warm clear days has allowed some additional hay production 

with good curing conditions before bailing. 

– Silage cutting is also continuing in the region with the mix of good subsoil moisture and the 

warmer days boosting pasture growth. These conditions have also kept grazing paddocks green 

and provided good quality green feed for herds in the region. 

– Summer sown irrigated pastures of chicory, cocksfoot, phalaris, red clover and lucerne in the 

south of the region are taking advantage of the warmer conditions and showing good growth, set 

for grazing lambs in the next few weeks. 

– Pastures of fodder turnip around Beulah are bulking up well with the warmth, these pastures will 

offer quality summer feed for dairy herds in the region and are also being used as part of pasture 

renovation plans. 

– Enquiries have steadied as warmer conditions have seen additional hay production as well as 

continued silage cutting. Green pastures are still providing good quality green feed to herds in 

the region. Some movement of hay to those areas that are beginning to dry out, most sourced 

within the region. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +8 ($255 to $285/t) Prices increase this week.. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($330 to $380/t) Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($150 to $205/t) Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($225 to $250/t) Prices remain steady this week.. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Australian Fodder Industry Association (AFIA) is the 

independent, national peak body for Australia’s fodder industry. 

Since our establishment in 1996 our network of members, 

sponsors, supporters and engaged participants has worked for 

over 25 years to help the fodder industry grow 

For more information contact AFIA:  

info@afia.org.au    www.afia.org.au 

PO Box 527 Ascot Vale VIC 3032 

   

This report (including any enclosures and attachments) has been prepared by AFIA  and solely for the purpose for which it is 

provided. Unless we provide express prior written consent, no part of this report should be reproduced, distributed or communicated to 

any third party. We do not accept any liability if this report is used for an alternative purpose from which it is intended, nor to any third 

party in respect of this report. 
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